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Osrs aberrant spectre slayer guide maps list

(Once the FIght Caves and Inferno are completed respectively) Reptile Got Ripped - 75 Points You will be able to receive Lizardmen as a slayer task Like A Boss - 200 Points You will have a chance to receive boss monsters as your hard task. To avoid stat drain during combat with one, equip a nose peg or slayer helmet. Promoted to Server Moderator
on August 11th 2019. RUUUUUNE - 100 Points Whenever you get a Rune Dragon task, it will be a bigger task. Get scabaright on it - 50 Points Whenever you get a Scabarite task, it will be a bigger task. Broad Arrows (157 GP) - Only arrows that can be used to damage Turoths and Kurasks Bag of Salt (17 GP) - Rock Hammer (875 GP) - Used to finish
off rockslugs that have less than 5 HP Face mask (350 GP) - Must be worn when slaying Dust Devils so your stats are not drained Earmuffs (350 GP) - Must be worn while slaying Banshees so your stats are not drained Nose peg (350 GP) - Must be worn while slayer Aberrant Spectres so your stats are not drained Slayer's Staff (37,500 GP) - A staff
used to cast the Magic Dart spell (Normal Spellbook) A Slayer's Enchantment can be used on the staff to give it 2500 charges or casts without runes Spiny Helmet (1,137 GP) - Used with the black mask to create the Slayer helmet Broad arrowheads (96 GP) - Can be used with headless arrows to create broad arrows Unfinished broad bolts (96 GP) Can be used on feathers to create broad bolts Boots of Stone (540 GP) - Worn in the Karuulm Slayer Dungeon to prevent taking damage from the dungeon floors. Birds of a Feather - 100 Points Whenever you get an Aviansie task, it will be a bigger task. Bigger and Badder - 150 Points Increase the risk against certain slayer monsters with the chance
of a superior version. Things you cannot attack are NOT monsters, but NPC's or creatures, ie Hunter creatures. They attack using Magic, so the Protect from Magic prayer can be helpful, or magic resistant armour such as dragonhide. Slug Salter - 80 Points Automatically salt rock slugs when they're on critical health if the player has a Bag of Salt in
their inventory. Wyver-nother two - 100 Points Whenever you get a Fossil Island Wyvernt task, it will be a bigger task. Pedal to the metals - 100 Points Whenever you get a Bronze, Iron or Steel Dragon task, it will be a bigger task. ^ The hard clue scroll drop rate increases to 1/121 with the completion of the hard combat achievements. In addition,
these safespots are only usable when the spectres are non-aggressive, since nearby spectres will attack the player and prevent them from killing the trapped spectre. The average Aberrant spectre kill is worth 2,663.08. Stop the Wyvern - 500 Points Stops you from getting Fossil Island Wyvern tasks, without counting towards your blocked task limit.
It is also possible to wait out the 10 minute hostility period with minimal risk by hiding beside the table in the north-west corner. Monsters are creatures and persons you attack with Combat/Slayer skills. Seeing Red - 50 Points You will be able to receive Red Dragons as a slayer task I hope you mith me - 80 Points You will be able to receive Mithril
Dragons as a slayer task Watch the birdie - 80 Points You will be able to receive Aviansies as a slayer task Hot Stuff - 100 Points You will be able to receive TzHaars as a slayer task, as well as a chance to slay Tztok-Jad and Tzkal-Zuk. Basilonger - 100 Points Whenever you get a Basilisk task, it will be a bigger task. Omicron, 22, Folivora and 24
others like this Appeals | Support | Official Rules | Two-Factor Authentication @Mack You're insane, period. A crossbow's rapid attack style will be able to target aberrant spectres from this distance, making it a very useful spot. Salve Amulet (e) (1,200 Points)- Provides a 20% boost to melee accuracy and damage against undead creatures. Deviant
spectres, found in the Catacombs of Kourend, can be killed in their place if you are assigned aberrant spectres. 15 - 29 May 2007 The NPC was renamed from "Aberrant specter" to "Aberrant spectre". Increases drop rate of caskets, ensouled heads and Barrows loot Herb Sack (500 Points) - Can be used to store herbs. Bleed me dry - 75 Points
Whenever you get a Bloodveld task, it will be a bigger task. They will be in the Hunter Skill guide and not listed here.There are currently 1388 monsters in the database. The following Combat Achievement tasks involve aberrant spectres. Welcome to the RuneHQ Monster Database page. It is also possible to safespot one of the aberrant spectres by
using the south-eastern corner of the wall of the staircase-room. Use More Head - 500 Points Learn how to combine a Hydra head with your slayer helmet to theme it like the Alchemical Hydra. Extensions Need more darkness - 100 Points Whenever you get a Dark Beast task, it will be a bigger task. Malevolent Masquerade - 400 Points Learn to
assemble a Slayer helmet, which requires level 55 Crafting Ring Bling - 300 Points Learn to craft a Slayer ring, which requires level 75 Crafting. ^ Brimstone keys are only dropped if killed as a Slayer task given by Konar quo Maten. Dark Mantle - 500 Points Learn how to combine a Dark Claw (Skotizo) with your slayer helmet to color it purple.
Krack on - 100 Points Whenever you get a Cave Kraken task, it will be a bigger task. Enchanted gem (1 GP) - Can be used to partner with players for duo slayer or check how many monsters are left on your task (Also can be viewed in your quest tab) Mirror Shield (8,750 GP) - Used as protection against Basilisks. Easy Kill count Changes[edit | edit
source] Date Changes 6 January 2021(update | poll) Abberant spectres were made into spectral creatures. Kalphite Khat - 500 Points Learn how to combine a Kalphite Queen head with your slayer helmet to color it green. (Archived from the original on 23 March 2020.) Mod Ash: "Salve effects override the Slayer helm / black mask effects (because
they're either identical or bigger). These have Lifepoints, Experience given for combat, and drop various loot. Double Trouble - 500 Points Slaying Dusk and Dawn now counts for two kills towards your task rather than one. Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch NothingN/A1/51.29; Never[d 1]N/AN/AUncut sapphire11/102.4; 1/52[d 2]39215 Uncut
emerald11/204.8; 1/104[d 2]56930 Uncut ruby11/409.6; 1/208[d 2]1,22460Chaos talisman11/1,092.27; 1/554.67[d 2][d 3]892Nature talisman11/1,092.27; 1/554.67[d 2][d 3]1932 Uncut diamond11/1,638.4; 1/832[d 2]3,011120 Loop half of key11/3,276.8; 1/1,664[d 2]9,44560 Tooth half of key11/3,276.8; 1/1,664[d 2]9,63060 Rune javelin51/3,276.8;
1/1,664[d 2]9251,200 Rune spear11/52,428.8; 1/3,120[d 2][d 4]11,77312,480 Shield left half11/104,857.6; 1/6,240[d 2][d 4]65,06066,000 Dragon spear11/139,810.13; 1/8,320[d 2][d 4]37,59037,440 ^ 1.0 1.1 Only if you have an elite cryptic clue that requires you to kill an Aberrant spectre; in this case, it will drop the next step of the Treasure Trail (or
a casket, if this was the last step). Useful when camping monsters to extend trips Bonecrusher (750 Points) - Automatically buries bones once you kill a monster. Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch Grimy guam leaf1–31/6.659–1777–21 Grimy marrentill1–31/8.820–608–24 Grimy tarromin1–31/11.7124–3729–27 Grimy harralander1–31/15837–2,5119–
27 Grimy ranarr weed1–31/19.18,716–26,14818–54 Grimy irit leaf1–31/26.3704–2,11210–30 Grimy avantoe1–31/351,629–4,88710–30 Grimy kwuarm1–31/421,532–4,59612–36 Grimy cadantine1–31/52.51,707–5,12113–39 Grimy lantadyme1–31/701,600–4,80013–39 Grimy dwarf weed1–31/70892–2,67614–42 Seeds[edit | edit source] There is a 19/128
chance of rolling the rare seed drop table. Pet Penance Queen (4,000 Points) - The Penance Queen Pet (purely cosmetic) Imbuement Scroll (1,500 Points) - Used to Imbue items such as a Slayer Helmet, DK Rings, Ring of Suffering, Salve Amulet etc. Slayer Shop and Rewards Equipment Shop The Slayer Shop can be accessed by speaking to or trading
a Slayer Master. Wyver-nother one - 100 Points Whenever you get a Skeletal Wyvern task, it will be a bigger task. Aberrant spectres are Slayer monsters that require level 60 Slayer to kill. This guide is very clean and easy to read with a great lay out. Very nice guide, good job T.O.B. Lootations: Spoiler 151 kc - Road to ALL Pets - Click Here Took me
about 60 task cancellations until Krystillia gave me my first Green Dragon task, lol Great guide though, thanks Mack! Looking forward to getting into some Konar slayer :) Very well done and in depth, thanks for taking the time to make this. Abyssal - 225k Bloodveld - 200k Chaos druid - 50k Dagannoth - 150k Demon - 175k Dog - 50k Dragon 250k Giant - 75k Cave Horror - 150k Imp - 50k Kalphite - 125k Scorpion - 50k Tzhaar - 150k I hope you find this guide useful and if there is anything I missed or you'd like to see added, feel free to comment or send me a PM via Discord or the forums. Spiritual fervour - 100 Points Whenever you get a Spiritual Creature task, it will be a bigger
task. Suq-a-nother one - 100 Points Whenever you get a Suqah task, it will be a bigger task. Basilocked - 80 Points You will be able to receive Basilisks as a Slayer task from Nieve/Steve and Konar. Ensouled Heads Ensouled heads are dropped by various monsters and can be exchanged for GP by speaking to a Slayer Master and selecting the 3rd
option. Prayer info[edit | edit source] Drop rates estimated based on 820,736 kills from the Drop Rate Project, unless otherwise cited. Items from this shop can be purchased with Slayer points. Augment my abbies - 100 Points Whenever you get an Abyssal Demon task, it will be a bigger task. (Reduces the cost of the special attack of the weapon) Ring
of Wealth Scroll (550 Points) - Can be used on a ring of wealth to imbue it. Boosts cannot be used to equip a nose peg so level 60 Slayer or a slayer helmet is required. Duly Noted - 200 Points Mithril Dragons will drop mithril bars in noted form while killed on a slayer task. This is recommended for fastest slayer experience. 2019 2018 Thank you for
the guide @Mack , it will help new players like @Scuffed EIM One of the cleanest guides ive seen! good stuff Mack Great job. Name Description Difficulty Category Noxious Foe Kill an Aberrant Spectre. Locations[edit | edit source] Strengths and weaknesses[edit | edit source] Equipping a nose peg or slayer helmet is required when fighting aberrant
spectres; if you do not, they will use a special attack which will always hit, even through Protection Prayers, and drain your combat stats extremely quickly. Coins[edit | edit source] Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch Coins4601/128460460 Other[edit | edit source] Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch NothingN/A18/128N/AN/A Gem drop table[edit |
edit source] There is a 5/128 chance of rolling the gem drop table. All safespots only work with Ranged or Magic, since there must be at least six spaces between the player and the aberrant spectre to avoid their attack range. I really mith you - 120 Points Whenever you get a Mithril Dragon task, it will be a bigger task. References[edit | edit source]
^ Jagex. Unholy Helmet - 500 Points Learn how to combine an Abyssal Demon head with your slayer helmet to color it red. King Black Bonnet - 500 Points Learn how to combine a KBD head with your slayer helmet to color it black. Ada'mind some more - 100 Points Whenever you get an Adamant Dragon task, it will be a bigger task. (Can be imbued
to provide the boost for magic and ranged as well) V's Shield (1,500 Points) - Acts as a stronger version of the Mirror Shield to be used against Basilisks and Basilisk Knights Unlocks Gargoyle Smasher - 120 Points Automatically smash gargoyles when they're on critical health if the player has a Rock hammer in their inventory. Horrorific - 100 Points
Whenever you get a Cave Horror task, it will be a bigger task. Because of this, bringing a herb sack and seed box when killing them is recommended. The exchange value for each type can be found below. Magnificent job, honestly in love with this thread. 23 March 2020. Leaf-bladed spear (54,250 GP) - 2-handed weapon used to kill Turoths and
Kurasks. Get smashed - 100 Points Whenever you get a Gargoyle task, it will be a bigger task. It is possible to safespot in the Slayer Tower by standing on the brick pile just west of the Agility chain shortcut and pulling spectres just in front of the suit of armour from the room south of the shortcut. It can also be obtained from Pest Control Granite
Clamp (250 Points) - Can be used on a granite maul to turn it into a granite maul (or) (Cosmetic only) Magic Shortbow Scroll (550 Points) - Can be used on a magic shortbow to imbue it. Will defiantly help new players. When the drop table is rolled, there is an 11/26 chance of dropping 1 herb, 11/26 chance of dropping 2 herbs and a 4/26 chance of
dropping 3 herbs, leading to an average of 1.73 herbs per roll. The bonus from the salve amulet does not stack with a slayer helmet/black mask and when both are worn only the salve amulet effect applies.[1] Note: It is possible to use a dwarf multicannon inside the Stronghold Slayer Cave. Greater Challenge - 100 Points Whenever you get a Greater
Demon task, it will be a bigger task. Twisted Vision - 500 Points Learn how to combine the Twisted Horns with your slayer helmet to theme it like the Great Olm. Safespot in the Stronghold Slayer Cave. Items from this shop can be purchased for GP and are useful while training Slayer. As an undead monster the Salve amulet or Salve amulet (e) can
be worn for a damage and accuracy bonus when fighting them. Ankou very much - 100 Points Whenever you get an Ankou task, it will be a bigger task. Can be combined with the Drake's Claw to make Boots of Brimstone (Added combat bonuses over regular Boots of Stone) Rewards The Slayer Rewards Shop can be accessed by speaking to or trading
a Slayer Master. Broader Fletching - 300 Points Learn to fletch Broad arrows, Broad bolts and Amethyst broad bolts. This works well in connection with the safespotting /trapping process. +1 my dude. You may be attacked occasionally, but it won't be often. They frequently drop large numbers of grimy herbs and herb seeds. Halberds or thrown
weapons such as throwing knives and throwing axes do not have a long enough attack range to safespot. Mod Ash's Twitter account. In the Stronghold Slayer Cave, they can be safespotted around a section of the cave wall in the middle of the eastern part of the dungeon. Updates to the database will usually be made without announcement.If anything
is incorrect or missing, or if you have any new information to submit to this database, please submit it to us on our Content Submissions Forums. Slayer Dungeon Maps Ancient Cavern Asgarnian Ice Dungeon Brimhaven Dungeon Chasm of Fire Forthos Dungeon Fremennik Slayer Dungeon God Wars Dungeon Gorilla Crash Site Iorwerth Dungeon
Karuulm Slayer Dungeon Kourend Catacombs Nieve’s Cave (Slayer Stronghold) Ogre Enclave Slayer Tower Smoke Devil Dungeon Taverly Dungeon Wilderness Map V. To dust you shall return - 100 Points Whenever you get a Dust Devil task, it will be a bigger task. Reply to quoted posts
Clear
Aberrant Spectres *60 Slayer Required, Nose
peg/Slayer Helmet Required Dungeon Teleports > Slayer Tower > 2nd floor Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs Dungeon Teleports > Nieve's Cave (Slayer Stronghold) Abyssal Demons *85 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Slayer Tower > 3rd floor or basement Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > run north Cities Teleports >
Myth's Guild > Click the statue in the center > Metal Dragon Laboratory (Lithkren) Alchemical Hydra (Instanced) *95 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Run north, then east past Hydras, then north to the boss room or use the Mysterious Pipe Ancient Wyverns *82 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Ancient Wyvern Cave
Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run east then south to the Jellies, then west past the Dagganoths Dungeon Teleports > Nieve's Cave (Slayer Stronghold) Boss or Dungeon Teleports > Godwars Dungeon Basilisks *40 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Jormungands Prison Basilisk Knights *60 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports >
Jormungands Prison > Run southwest Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs Dungeon Teleports > Chasm of Fire > Take the lifts to the bottom floor Dungeon Teleports > Taverly Dungeon Monster Teleports > Steel Dragons > Run north (Brimhaven Dungeon) Dungeon Teleports > Taverly Dungeon > use the agility obstacle to the west Dungeon
Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run west, then north past Hellhounds Cities Teleports > Myth's Guild > Click on the statue in the center > Myth Guild Basement (Lithkren) *After completion of Dragon Slayer 2 Bloodvelds. *50 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run east then south Boss Teleports > God Wars Dungeon
Teleports > Slayer Tower > 2nd floor Dungeon Teleports > Nieve's Cave (Slayer Stronghold) Dungeon Teleports > Iorwerth Dungeon *With access to Prifddinas Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run west then north past Hellhounds Monster Teleports > Blue Dragons (Taverly) Cities Teleports > Yanille > Run west until you see the
dungeon map icon (Ogre Enclave) Monster Teleports > Steel Dragons > Run northeast (Brimhaven Dungeon) Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run north Cave Krakens *87 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Kraken Monster Teleports > Dagganoths (Waterbirth Island) Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run east then south to
Jellies, then west Dungeon Teleports > Jormungands Prison Dark Beasts *90 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run south, then west past the cyclops, then north Dungeon Teleports > Iorwerth Dungeon *With access to Prifddinas Drakes *84 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Run east > Climb the
steps > Run north Dust Devils *65 Slayer Required, Face Mask/Slayer Helmet Required Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run east then southeast Monster Teleports > Steel Dragons > Run west and cut down the two vines (Brimhaven) Dungeon Teleport > Kourend Catacombs > Run south then west past the Hill Giants, then continue
north Dungeon Teleports > Nieve's Cave (Slayer Stronghold) Gargoyles *75 Slayer Required, Rock Hammer Required Dungeon Teleports > Slayer Tower > 3rd floor or basement Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run north then northeast Dungeon Teleports > Chasm of Fire > Use the lift Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Climbs the
stairs to the east > Run west Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Climbs the stairs to the east > Climb the stairs to the south > Run east Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run west then north Dungeon Teleports > Taverly Dungeon > Use the agility obstacle to the west Dungeon Teleports > Nieve's Cave (Slayer Stronghold) Hydras *95
Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Run north Monster Teleports > Steel Dragons (Brimhaven) Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run north Jellies *52 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Fremennik Slayer Dungeon Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run east then south Kurasks *70 Slayer Required
Dungeon Teleports > Fremennik Slayer Dungeon Dungeon Teleports > Iorwerth Dungeon *With access to Prifddinas Monster Teleports > Lizardman Brutes (Lizardman Canyon) Monster Teleports > Mithril Dragons Nechryael *80 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleport > Slayer Tower > 3rd floor or basement Dungeon Teleport > Kourend Catacombs
> Run north then east Dungeon Teleports > Iorwerth Dungeon *With access to Prifddinas Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run west then north past Hellhounds Monster Teleports > Steel Dragons > Run west and cut down the two sets of vines, run north past the Fire Giants, cut down the vines to the east and then walk across the log
balance (Brimhaven) Cities Teleports > Myth's Guild > Click on the statue in the center > Myth Guild Basement (Lithkren) *After completion of Dragon Slayer 2 Cities Teleports > Myth’s Guild > Click the statue in the center > Metal Dragon Laboratory (Lithkren) Skeletal Wyverns *72 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Asgarnian Ice Dungeon
Smoke Devils *93 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Smoke Devil Dungeon Monster Teleports > Steel Dragons (Brimhaven) Dungeon Teleports > Kourend Catacombs > Run west then north past hellhounds > Use the stepping stones near Brutal Red Dragons Sulphur Lizards *44 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Run east >
Climb the steps > Run west Turoths *55 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Fremennik Slayer Dungeon Monster Teleports > Waterfiends (Ancient Cavern) Boss Teleports > Kraken (Kraken Cove) Wyrms *62 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Run west Wilderness Slayer MT created a guide on Wilderness Slayer and the
monster locations that can be found here. This article has a Slayer task guide here.Information comparing locations for Slayer tasks will be on this page The wiki defaults to the British convention for floor numbering: Ground floor, first floor, etc. It's dark in here - 100 Points Whenever you get a Black Demon task, it will be a bigger task. It can also be
converted into a Zamorakian Hasta (one-handed) for 1M from Otto Godblessed at the Edgeville Furnace Amulet of the Damned (1,200 Points) - Provides extra bonuses to Barrows gear when a full set is worn Fighter Torso (600 Points) -A strong melee torso with high strength bonuses. Promoted to Server Support on July 21st 2019. This may be
changed by clicking the moon icon at the top right of the site. 28 April 2016(update | poll) More Aberrant Spectre spawns have been added to the Slayer Tower. IV. VI. The average Aberrant spectre kill while on a Konar task is worth 4,047.6. Weapons and armour[edit | edit source] Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch Steel axe13/12858120 Mithril
kiteshield11/1281,0231,326 Lava battlestaff11/1289,38410,200 Adamant platelegs11/1283,4513,840 Rune full helm11/12820,51321,120 Mystic robe bottom (dark)11/51249,43848,000 Herbs[edit | edit source] There is a 78/128 chance of rolling the herb drop table. Most commonly skilling items like bars, balls of wool, karambwans or gems but you
have a chance of a rare item like ranger boots, an uncut onyx, a Robin Hood hat or Dragon boots. Cannon Base (190 Points) - Used to create a cannon Cannon Stand (190 Points) - Used to create a cannon Cannon Barrels (190 Points) - Used to create a cannon Cannon Furnace (190 Points) - Used to create a cannon 25 Cannonballs (5 Points) - Used to
shoot the cannon Ammo Mould (1,800 Points) - Used to smith your own cannonballs Zamorakian Spear (2,500 Points) - A two-handed melee weapon that is best-in-slot against the Corporeal Beast. Smell ya later - 100 Points Whenever you get an Aberrant Spectre task, it will be a bigger task. Undead Head - 500 Points Learn how to combine a

Vorkath's head with your slayer helmet to color it turquoise. Tooth half of key or Loop half of key (15 Points) - Used on the other corresponding half to make a crystal key Crystal Key (20 Points) - Can be used on the Crystal Chest in Edgeville bank for random rewards. Fire & Darkness - 50 Points Whenever you get a Black Dragon task, it will be a
bigger task. Server Support - 10/13/2019 Server Moderator - 11/10/2019 Forum Moderator - 1/18/2020 Global Moderator - 2/16/2020 Resigned - 4/3/2020 Server Moderator - 6/7/2020 Forum Moderator - 7/17/2020 Global Moderator - 10/25/2020 Resigned - 12/22/2020 Community Awards Spoiler Community Awards 2020 Spoiler March signature loc?
Nechs please - 100 Points Whenever you get a Nechrayel task, it will be a bigger task. So you'll get bonuses for Void, then multiplied up by the Salve effect, then multiplied up again for the dragonbane bonus." Jump to content View New Content
Forum Loyalty Program
Search Started By Mack, Jul 16 2019 02:08 PM Dungeon Maps Slayer
Guide This topic is locked 10 replies to this topic Boss Tasks: Abyssal Sire (Instanced) *85 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Abyssal Sire > Speak to The Overseer Alchemical Hydra (Instanced) *95 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Alchemical Hydra > Run north, then east past Hydras, then north to the boss room or use the Mysterious Pipe
Cerberus (Instanced) *91 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Cerberus > Run north, east or west & operate the winch Chaos Elemental (Wilderness) Boss Teleports > Chaos Elemental > Run north Commander Zilyana (Saradomin GWD) Boss Teleports > God Wars > Run east and Climb down by the waterfall (No rope required) Boss Teleports >
Corporeal Beast Boss Teleports > Dagganoth Kings > Climb down the ladder General Graardor (Bandos GWD) Boss Teleports > God Wars > Run west > Open Big Door (No hammer required) Boss Teleports > Giant Mole > Look inside the molehill Grotesque Guardians (Instanced) *Must unlock the rooftop entrance with a Brittle Key from Gargoyles
first Dungeon Teleports > Slayer Tower > Rooftop stairs on the 3rd floor Boss Teleports > Kalphite Queen > Enter tunnel entrance and run west Kraken (Instanced) *87 Slayer Required Boss Teleports > Kraken > Run north and enter the crevice Boss Teleports > God Wars > Run south and grapple the pillar (No grapple required) King Black
Dragon (Teleport is in Wilderness, not the boss) Boss Teleports > King Black Dragon > Run NE through the gates, then down the ladder > Pull the lever K'ril Tsutsaroth (Zamorak GWD) Boss Teleports > God Wars > Run NE and swim across the ice bridge Boss Teleports > Lizardman Shamans (Enter lizardman lair north of the teleport location for
more shamans) Thermonuclear Smoke Devil *93 Slayer Required Dungeon Teleports > Smoke Devil Dungeon > Enter crevice along the wall to the NW TzKal-Zuk (Inferno) *Must have completed the Inferno previously Minigame Teleports > Fight Caves > Run east through the hot vent door to enter the inner city > Continue east until you reach the
center TzTok-Jad (Fight Caves) *Must have completed the Fight Caves previously Minigame Teleports > Fight Caves Vorkath (Instanced) *After completion of Dragon Slayer 2 Boss Teleports > Vorkath Boss Teleports > Zulrah Konar Quo Maten *75 Combat Required *Note: Boots of Stone or an alternative (Boots of Brimstone or Completionist
Money) are required inside the Karuulm Slayer Dungeon or constant damage from the floor will be taken.
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